
 

The Groomers Table Guide 

Table Types 

We stock a wide range of tables, but what’s important is getting the right one for you, your business 

and your budget. 

Electric and hydraulic tables can be easily adjusted to get the perfect working height for you, saving 

your body from unnecessary strain. This may also be achieved with a static table, so long as it is 

height-adjustable. 

Depending on the chassis or the electric or hydraulic tables, the table may move differently. An X or 

scissor style chassis will move straight up and down, while a table with a Z style chassis may move 

slightly to one side, which you’ll need to accommodate. 

We usually recommend an electric or hydraulic table for a busy 

salon environment and for groomers who take on large dogs. 

Mobile groomers or home-based groomers may find that space 

simply won’t allow for one of these large tables, so a static table 

could be best. Portable tables are perfect for groomers who home-

visit rather than having a mobile van, and for showing or 

competitions. 

Electric - £££ 

In many cases these tables go low enough to allow the dog to walk 

on the table, saving your back from injury or strain 

Electric tables can be foot controlled with a pedal or remote 

controlled 

The movement is always smooth and continuous 

Surprisingly easy maintenance or repair. In most cases, the tables have 

a simple plug-in or bolt-on removable replacement part. 

Height range can be from just 20cm up to 110cm 

Generally have an excellent weight capacity, allowing for giant breeds 

Hydraulic - ££ 

Usually foot-pump activated 

Stop-start motion as you pump the table 

If a fault occurs, it can easily be fixed with a plug-in or bolt-on 

replacement part. 



Height range typically from 55cm – 97cm 

Usually have a good weight capacity, sometimes even allowing for giant 

breeds 

Static and Portable- £ 

Can be compatible with leg raisers to adjust the height 

Can sometimes have an adjustable height using quick flip connectors 

Many static tables come with a tray underneath for extra storage space 

Height is typically between 72cm to 95cm depending on your table 

Usually have a small to medium weight capacity, sometimes catering 

for larger breeds 

Trolley tables are also available 

 

Other Considerations 

Quality of your table covering – Ideally you need and easy-clean tabletop that won’t trap dirt. It’s 

always best to have a non-slip surface such as rubber to ensure that dogs can grip the table while 

they are standing. Light tables may be very slippery due to their glass surface, so ensure that it 

comes with a transparent mat or buy yourself one if it doesn’t. 

H-frame or grooming arm – Many of our tables now come with a quality grooming arm which 

features spring-loaded buttons and holes to quickly and easily adjust the height of the bar. A bar will 

feel far more secure than an arm, but do your homework and measure your table before you buy to 

ensure you get a compatible one. 

Tool and equipment storage – While electric and hydraulic tables don’t usually comes with storage 

facilities, you can buy compatible trays to affix to your table edge or onto your grooming arm or h-

bar.  

 

Table Maintenance Tips and Advice: 

 Vacuum the entire table after use, including the mechanism, the table top and any joints to 

remove collected hair 

 Wipe clean daily with a non-abrasive disinfectant 

Table Precautions: 

 Use only as intended 

 Do not leave dogs unattended on the table 



 Do not let children use the table unsupervised 

 Do not use if damaged or defective 

 Do not plug into mains electricity until fully assembled 

 Do not lift table by table top – lift by table frame ONLY or use wheels to manoeuvre 

 Warning: Improper use, modifications or disassembly may void warranty 

 

See our catalogue or website for individual product details. 

Our team are always happy to help you with any questions you might have. Why not email us on 

sales@groomers-online.com or call us on 01635 581958 for more details? 
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